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Muratec press brake has
 evolved further.

Ball Screw Press Brake

Dual Drive Press Brake

Advanced Version

Press Brake

Machine with option installed

BB4013
Machine with option installed



Easy-to-see and easy to use due 
to the large size of the operation panel.
Easy to see with 22”wide display.

With multi-touch support and improved user friendly features.

New UI, enhanced operator 
support function
It is equipped with the newly developed MOS (Muratec Operating 

System), which has a completely redesigned UI (user interface). 

The operator support function has been enhanced, including an 

announcement and an indicator to notify the machine status.

* Number of cycles per minute under certain conditions 

About 30% UP
compared to our

conventional machine

About 30% UP
compared to our

conventional machine

AdvancedAdvanced03 04

Advanced

Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5

Point 1

Point 2

Improved workability by reducing 
the weight of the tool clamp
Achieving compactness and weight reduction by changing only the 

width from 200 mm to 150 mm while maintaining the clamp height 

at 150 mm for deep box bending. It is possible to �exibly cope with 

various bending processes without changing the deep bending size.

Enhance CAD / CAM �le compatibility
The compatibility with other companies' CAD / CAM �les has 

been enhanced by supporting the Sheet Metal CAM 

Common Interface SCPX (Sheet metal CAM PartseXchange).

Cycle time reduction
Ram's operational response has been improved with the 

newly developed Advanced Ram Acceleration Control 

(ARAC) technology.

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5

Muratec's press brake improves 

operating ef�ciency 

and productivity improvement

 • 22 inches wide display

 • Equipped with a completely renewed UI / 

   MOS (Muratec Operating System)

 • The data has been centrally managed 

   from the 3D model.

 • Quick response



Dual drive systemDual drive system

Dual Drive Press Brake

The Dual Drive Press Brake BH series incorporates a dual 

drive system that controls the high-speed vertical 

movement of the ram by AC servomotor and ball screw 

drive, and the tonnage generation by hydraulic pressure 

separately. High speed drive and stable repeated stop 

accuracy enable high productivity.

High stop-accuracy by linear scale

The dual drive system is different from the conventional servo hydraulic mechanism 

which continuously controls the high speed operation and the pressurization operation 

of the ram, it separates the high speed up and down operation by the AC servo motor 

& ball screw drive from the pressurization operation by the hydraulic pressure. This 

dual drive system achieves high productivity by enabling high-speed descent of 200 

mm / sec and stable repetitive stop accuracy with AC servo motor & hybrid. In 

addition, it is equipped with an assist device that uses the energy when the ram 

descends when the ram ascends, making it a total energy saving drive system.

In dual drive control, the drive is switched in 

the middle of a stroke from ball screw control 

to hybrid control, but the position is monitored 

by the linear scale on all strokes, so stable 

stop accuracy is obtained without the 

in�uence of oil temperature or pressure.

Compact hydraulic tank

Accumulator assist

Assisted by the accumulator, 

the weight of the ram is 

canceled and the small AC 

servomotor and ball screw 

allow the ram to rise rapidly, 

providing quiet operation 

and energy saving effects.
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BH series

Ram moving 
downward 
by ball screw

Pressurization 
downward 
by hydraulic

Ram moving 
upward 
by ball screw

Hydraulic Cylinder

Ball screw Ball screw

AC Servo motor

AC Servo motor

AC Servo
motor

AC Servo motor

AC Servo motor

AC Servo motor

Assist deviceAssist deviceAssist device

Release
Compression

Compression

Linear scale

Ram Stroke

Compression Release

Assist by accumulated energy 

Energy storage 

Ecology

ECO

Accumulator
(Nitrogen gas) 



High rigidity frame / crowning systemHigh rigidity frame / crowning system

90.0°

90.0°

90.0°

91.0°

91.0°

92.0°

Crowning correction

Internal of carving wedge

Correction screen 
(correction angle input)

Adjust the de�ection in various conditions.

The IdealCurve Crowning System is the result of thorough FEM analysis of 

the frame structure to obtain an ideal correction curve for crowning, the fate 

of press brakes. Simple and �ne adjustment is possible using a multi wedge 

crowning wedge. All operations can be adjusted for each process in a short 

time by the controller, and can be used without stress in normal operatiom.

Ideal crowning correction curve pro�le

Curving wedge A
Curving wedge B

Curving wedge A
Curving wedge B

Adjust each step in a short time with the correction function

Starting with the data from the FEM 

analysis the crowning correction is 

done easily and is able to achieve 

high accuracy due to the micro 

wedge crowning device, FEM 

analysis and High frame rigidity.

Crowning

Curving wedge A

Curving wedge B

Drive unit

Speci�cations

Y axis St  700 mm
Z axis St  200 mm

Y axis speed   50 m/min
X axis speed   50 m/min
ZX axis speed 10 m/min

5 (7) Back gauge for axis control with high accuracy and rigidity

CP detection 
(adjusts errors in bending angle calculations)

1.6 1.55

You can use the PSP 
feature if automatic CP 
detection is enabled when 
you create a program.

In CP detection, the reference point is actually measured with 

a bending tool and material, therefore, errors in tool height 

and errors in thickness of the material are adjusted to improve 

accuracy of bending angle calculations. (*Workpieces 

targeted for automatic CP detection have conditions.)

PSP function
The PSP function is a function that checks the thickness error 

for each workpiece and reduces the range of angle variation. 
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High precision back gaugeHigh precision back gauge

PSP (Press Start Point) functionPSP (Press Start Point) function

+0.03mm  +0.05mm  +0.08mm  +0.10mm 

90.2° 90.2° 90.1° 90.0° 
89.7° 

89.2° 

88.3° 
87.9° 

The effect of PSP operation
(plate thickness error is automatically re�ected in the target value ! )

PSP ON! PSP OFF 

* This data is the result of in-house test with SPCC 1.6 mm L150 mm V10 mm.

A
ngle

板厚誤差

The high speed, high accuracy and effective stroke 700 

mm (standard speci�cation) back gauge is a back gauge 

compatible with various bending.

Back gauge corresponding to various bending

Since the back gauge can be tilted left freely by 

the tilt mechanism (maximum inclination 500 

mm), it is possible to easily set the taper bending 

with different left and right dimensions.

Y tilt

Move only carving wedge B

without correction

With correction

FEM analysis

Angle is determined 
by this amount



Ball screw drive system

High precision back gauge

High rigidity offset frame (BB4013)

Ball screw drive system

1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91
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* This graph is experimental data.

Ball Screw Press Brake

The ball screw press brake achieves high 

productivity by AC high speed drive and 

stable repeated stop accuracy of ram by 

AC servomotor & ball screw drive.

■ High-speed operation by ball screw drive

■ Stable high repeatability by ball screw drive

■ Environmental performance (oilless, low noise due to reducer)

The ram axis uses an AC servomotor and a ball screw drive driven by a ball screw 

to enable high-speed operation of 100 mm / sec and stable repeated stop 

accuracy, achieving high productivity. It is an excellent drive system with excellent 

environmental performance, such as oil-less and low noise due to a reduction gear.

High precision back gauge

High-speed, high-precision, effective stroke 500 mm (standard 

speci�cation) back gauge supports various bending.

High rigidity offset frame (BB4013)

The small gap and high rigidity offset frame suppresses the opening of the frame and 

provides higher frame rigidity. In addition, by widening the side frame to the left and right, 

a large working space is secured, and since the back gauge can be used effectively over 

the entire length of the machine, tool placement and Step-Bend is facilitated.

Ram axis repeatable stop accuracy (no load 100 times)

Wide space Small gap
The wide space allows 
the back gauge to be 
used up to the full 
machine length, enabling 
effective Step-Bend.

Ram stroke: 50 mm
High speed down: 100 mm / sec
Pressure down: 5 mm / sec

FEM analysis
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BB series

Speci�cations

Y axis St  500 mm
Z axis St  150 mm

Y axis speed   50 m/min
X axis speed   50 m/min
ZX axis speed 10 m/min

Ball screw

Reduction gears

AC servo motor

Ball screw drive mechanism

Timing belt



Tool exchange

Program
m
ing

Setup

MOS (Muratec Operating System)

Equipped with a newly developed MOS (Muratec 

Operating System) with a completely redesigned 

user interface. We have enhanced the operator 

support function and realized interface design in 

pursuit of safety and ease of use.

Angle input

Cross section input

Shape input

The tools attached to the machine and the 

tools selected in the program are arranged on 

the left and right, and the shape is displayed, 

so you can judge the setup at a glance.

Variety of programming methods can be 

selected according to work piece, such as 

shape and quantity.

Job
Program list

Externally saved data processing

Machining is possible only by calling the 

program from the program list. Program data is 

also managed in folders, so external storage 

data can be easily recalled.

11 12Operating SystemOperating System

Operating
System

Interface design in pursuit of safety and ease of useInterface design in pursuit of safety and ease of use
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Bending Simulator 

and sheet metal CAM 

common interface SCPX

The workpiece shape can be displayed in 3D.

The bend sequence and tool are calculated 

automatically, and if you want to edit for each part, you 

can easily edit it.

The collision between tool and workpiece can be easily 

con�rmed by 2D simulation.

You can visually con�rm the actual bending by 3D 

simulation.

To build a smart network by Muratec original open 

format SCPX.

SCPX loading 3D model display

Bend sequence speci�cation

It is possible to easily check tool selection and tool layout.

Tool selection & attached position indication

2D bending simulation 3D bending simulationDevelopment 
sheet metal element 
(bending, forming)

Processing method

Processing 
method

Processing method
Feedback

SCPX

Bending
Simulator

SCPX

Compatibility with third-party CAD / CAM �les has been 

enhanced through the support of XML format (SCPX) 

that can express the shape of sheet metal parts and 

CAM information.

General purpose
CAD system

Third-party sheet metal
CAD / CAM system

Muratec sheet metal
CAD / CAM system

Muratec processing machine

Sheet metal CAM Part eXchange
(Muratech original open format)

Bending Simulator FeaturesBending Simulator Features



Bending simulation data created with Pro�le (2D) can be 

displayed in simple 3D. You can check the workpiece 

visually.

Function to predict bending collision (Dead End 

Detection).

When manually specifying the bend sequence, if the 

process is bent but it can not be bent due to a collision 

after that process, it displays "This collision is predicted" 

and guides the operator in advance.

The back gauge stopper has a Y-axis snap and X-axis 

can be freely dragged to the desired position.

When editing the bend sequence, you can easily change 

it as you can select the bend sequence while checking 

the 3D and 2D bending simulation of each process.

Bend sequence editing Simple 3D display

Bending collision prediction function Easy gauging

D
ata read (SCPX)

Save 3D
 data in SCPX form

at

Save 3D data in SCPX format

Unique algorithm with short automatic search 

time, automatic calculation of Bend sequence 

and tool selection.

Bend sequence · A
utom

atic 
selection of tool &

 verification 
by sim

ulation

Bending data 
creation

If you save the automatically calculated data, 

bending data will be generated automatically.

* Sheet metal model that 3D data can be expressed as SCPX data

15 16Bending SimulatorBending Simulator

Bending Simulator workflowBending Simulator workflow Useful Features of Bending SimulatorUseful Features of Bending Simulator
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Safety Work

We support the work of press brake safely 

with various devices.

Common to BB series and BH series

Tool exchange mode

① LED light ② ③ Safety pin

④ Side guard 
    with Interlock

Rear safety fence with interlock

LED lighting for big machines

It is a dedicated mode for tool change with limited 

speed, pressure and speed to minimize the risk of 

tool damage.

By inserting the safety pin during maintenance, 

you can work more safely.

It guards against intrusion into the 

moving area from the rear of the 

machine, protects against accidental 

hazards and ensures safe work. If the 

rear safety fence is open, the machine 

will not operate until the interlock is 

released

It guards the moving area 

from the side of the machine, 

prevents unexpected danger 

and ensures safe work.

Once the side guard is open, 

the machine will not operate 

until the interlock is released.

We adopt LED with high energy saving 

effect. We gently support the operators 

by illuminating the hand and the inside 

of the machine.

●①●②
●③

●④

Safety

Design for safetyDesign for safety

BB series BH series

option
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The back gauge can be tilted obliquely, it is thereby 

possible to easily perform obliquely gauging, etc. 

Depending on the shape, conical bending processing, 

etc., is enabled.

The high precision positioning back gauge enables 

R-shapes to be formed by radius bending with pitch feed.

In the case of reverse 

bending higher than that of 

the lower tool, depending 

on the shape, it can be 

bent in two bends by the 

Pre-Bend function.

Back gauge Fingers Tapered bending (Conical bending)

It is possible to process even deep U-shaped bending 

that collides with the ram (depending on the size).

Deep Box bending Window Bending

Radius Bending Pre-Bend

Others

Sample work.

Others Endless part shapes can be formed with the 

standard features and options available.

Others

Handling a wide variety of work piecesHandling a wide variety of work pieces

Materials can be placed on the upper surface of the 

Finger support part, therefore, stable processing is 

enabled without material sagging in the case where a 

deep material is bent.

The tool clamp height is 150mm to allow for freely 

moving in the right and left directions, therefore, Deep 

box bending such as switchboards and electrical box 

can be processed.
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SF-70 (load capacity 70 kg)

Option

AMS
 (Angle Measurement System)

Option

Angle measurementAngle measurement

Sheet Follower （Applicable model: BH series）Sheet Follower （Applicable model: BH series）

SF-150 (load capacity 150 kg)

Wireless digital protractor 
(Bluetooth)

Applicable model: BH/BB series

IRIS PLUS
(safety device with angle measurement function)

Lazer Safe (Sentinel PLUS) AKS 3PF DSP-J

Laser safety device（Applicable model: BH/BB series）Laser safety device（Applicable model: BH/BB series）

Various options raise production efficiency.

It is a safety device for practical press brakes that are allowed to operate the machine at a speed 

of 10 mm / sec even when the laser beam is Shading. Ensure the safety of workers.

Servo Sheet Follower SF-70 supports 

bending of large panels etc.

The SF150 is a hybrid drive 

Sheet Follower that supports 

bending of heavy work to 

achieve “safety work”, “saving 

labor”, and “improvement of 

product accuracy”.

AMS is a 2-axis control laser-type 

angle measurement system that 

anyone can process to the target 

angle in one operation.

IRIS Plus is a laser safety device with 

an angle measurement function that 

improves press brake productivity.

It is a digital protractor with built-in 

Bluetooth function that can transmit the 

measured data directly to the controller. 

Measurement data can be input 

without direct input to the controller.

Applicable model: BH series Applicable model: BB series
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Stopper tip
Flat Type (Standard)

Special Stopper
Touch SensorCrab Claw

Wide Open Height

OtherOther

This improves the 

handling of work 

during deep box 

bending, which is 

often used in control 

panel processing.

Movable foot switch

Applicable model: BH/BB series

Applicable model: BH/BB series Applicable model: BH series

Applicable model: BH/BB series

Front Support Front Support
(With Scale)

Front Support
（Lightweight type）

Applicable model: BH/BB series
Applicable model: BB6020Maximum load 50 kg / unit Maximum load 50 kg / unit Maximum load 20 kg / unit

Auto Crowning

Movable foot switch 

is quite useful to step 

bend of small parts, 

easy to operate, and 

then gently support 

the operators.

Ountouch Clamp (Standard)

Clamp corresponding to various tools（Applicable model: BH/BB series）Clamp corresponding to various tools（Applicable model: BH/BB series）

The tool can be installed easily 

by opening and closing with 

the clamp lever.

Manual Clamp

This holder is a type that 

clamps the tool with a bolt.

FF Axis for BH

Back Gauge Option（Applicable model: BH/BB series）Back Gauge Option（Applicable model: BH/BB series）

The left and 

right stoppers 

shift their FF 

axes forward 

by +200 mm.

FF Axis foe BB

The left stopper FF axis shifts ± 100 mm back and forth.

Sub clamp (manual only)（Applicable model: BH/BB series）Sub clamp (manual only)（Applicable model: BH/BB series）

By combining the standard clamp L150mm, sub 

clamp L100mm and L50mm, it is possible to 

cope with various bendings by avoiding collision 

with clamps such as narrow box bending.

Clamp Adapter（Applicable model: BH series）Clamp Adapter（Applicable model: BH series）

Clamp adapter prepares 100mm and 

200mm. Attaching a clamp adapter, 

deep box bending is possible.

EX. The photo shows 300mm deep box 

bending possible by attaching clamp 

adapter 200mm + mold H120mm. Deep 

box bending size also varies depending 

on the tool.

American Tool Clamp Wila Type
Type compatible with the 

global tool maker WILA. 

Hydraulic clamps and safety 

clicks make it possible to 

signi�cantly reduce tool 

replacement time.

Any European-type tool can be clamped.
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Speci�cation

Specifications   BH8525 BH13530 BH18530 BH18540 BH25030 BH25040

 Press force kN 833 1323 1813 1813 2450 2450

  ton 85 135 185 185 250 250

 Bending length mm 2600 3100 3100 4100 3100 4100

A Table length mm 2600 3100 3100 4100 3100 4100

B Distance between frames mm 2200 2700 2700 3700 2700 3700

C Table width mm 170 170 170 210 210 210

D Open height mm 380 380 380 380 380 380

E Table height mm 900 900 900 900 900 900

F Machine depth mm 1375 1460 1585 1610 1710 1710

G Gap depth mm 400 400 400 400 400 400

H Height from floor mm 2950 2990 2990 3130 3095 3230 

     （2859） （2899）

I Ram stroke mm 250 250 250 250 250 250

J Total depth mm 2400 2460 2470 2470 2570 2570

K Safety door depth mm 3719 4239 4419 5419 4419 5419

L Total width mm 3033 3543 3750 4750 3785 4785

M Control panel turn area mm 1360 1186 1111 1061 1111 1061

 Ram Speed Approach mm/s 2～200 2～200 2～200 2～200 2～200 2～200

  Bending mm/s 0.1～10 0.1～10 0.1～10 0.1～10 0.1～10 0.1～10

  Return mm/s 2～200 2～200 2～200 2～200 2～200 2～200

 Power requirement  kVA 9 12 22 22 27 27

 Weight  ton 7 9.5 15 18 19 22

*1

*2

*2

*1

 *1: In transport condition

 *2: This dimension is when the side guard (option) is 
       installed.

Specifications     BB4013 BB6013 BB6020

 Press force   kN 353 539 539

    ton 36 55 55

 Bending length   mm 1260 1300 2100

A Table length   mm 1400 1300 2100

B Distance between frames  mm 1300 900 1700

C Table width   mm 100 100 100

D Open height   mm 280 280 280

E Table height   mm 900 900 900

F Machine depth   mm 1120 1360 1360

G Gap depth   mm 100 400 400

H Height from floor   mm 2390 261０ 2610

I Ram stroke   mm 150 150 150

J Total depth   mm 2005 2260 2320

K Safety door depth   mm 2296 2260 3060

L Machine width   mm 1630 1624 2425

M Control panel turn area  mm 1156 1281 1300

 Ram Speed Approach  mm/s 1～100 0.95～95 0.95～95

  Bending  mm/s 0.2～20 0.2～20 0.2～20

  Return  mm/s 1～100 0.95～95 0.95～95

 Power requirement   kVA 15 21 21

 Motor   kW 5.0 7.0 7.0

 Weight   ton 3.5 4.5 5.0

BB6013 / BB6020BH series BB4013

BH series BB series
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